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The Legacy of Malaysia's Tin Mines

by Maureen Johnson

Although it would be difficult to tell from an airplane, the thousands of ponds pocking the Malaysian
landscape are not a natural feature. They are the unfortunate legacy of decades of mining tin -- one of
Malaysia's best known natural resources -- from huge open pits.

The "slurry ponds left in the wake of the tin mines range in size from a few hectares to several square
kilometres. They are filled with tailings, rainwater, garbage, sand, clay and silt up to a depth of 40 metres.
"Slimes -- a mining by-product made of finely ground ore -- sink toward the bottoms of the ponds. But
several centuries are required for gravity to fully compact the slimes into a solid mass.

In the meantime, the ponds pose environmental and safety hazards and occupy land desperately needed for
housing. Some 14,000 sq. km of the peninsula are affected, including parts of the capital, Kuala Lumpur,
and the city of Ipoh.

Now, Malaysian and Canadian researchers have found a way to use latex, or rubber, to rehabilitate these
abandoned leftovers of tin mining. Simply put, they found that latex -- another well-known natural
resource of Malaysia -- could be used to separate the solids from the water in the slurry ponds.

RECLAIMING VALUABLE LAND

Traditionally, land developers have reclaimed the valuable land by pumping out the water and backfilling
over the slimes. Since it is illegal in Malaysia to dump contaminants in rivers, and the cost of dumping at
sea is prohibitive, the slurry usually ends up in pits or in other ponds. Often, reclaiming one pond simply
creates another.

Even the reclaimed land is of dubious value. It is common for the land to subside, damaging roads, bridges
and houses. An estimated 250,000 Malaysians live in buildings that are cracking and crumbling, and that
number is increasing as people migrate to the cities to be nearer their work.

A better method of reclaiming the land was needed, allowing separation of the solids and the liquids in the
slurry, so that the water could be removed and the ponds filled in properly. The combined effort of two
Malaysian universities, the Geological Survey of Malaysia and McGill University in Montreal has
achieved an effective and speedy solution.

Latex -- produced in abundance in Malaysia -- is mixed into the slurry along with chemical conditioners.
The amount of latex and chemicals used in the mix depends on the size and depth of the pond, the
topography of the pond bottom, and the relative concentration of liquids and solids in the slurry.

GETTING TO THE BOTTOM OF THE POND
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The latex mixture causes the liquids and solids to separate, a process that can take a few seconds or a few
hours, and the solids fall to the bottom of the pond. The water can then be pumped out and treated. The
sediment left behind can either be taken out, mixed with soil and returned to the hole, or fill can be added
directly.

The IDRC-sponsored research called upon specialists at the University of Malaya's Department of
Geology, the Universiti Teknologi Malaysia's Faculty of Civil Engineering, and the Geological Survey of
Malaysia.

Dr. Raymond Yong, who heads the Geotechnical Research Centre at McGill University, worked in
Malaysia with the research team to provide support in laboratory testing, analysis and selection of
reclamation techniques.

FIRST-HAND KNOWLEDGE

Dr. Yong's centre has many years of experience in slurry pond management and reclamation. Moreover, he
has first-hand knowledge of the ponds. Born in Singapore, Dr. Yong grew up in Malaysia and swam and
bathed in the ponds as a child, just as many children do today.

"We were all very naive, says Dr. Yong, who has spent the last 37 years in Canada, some 20 years of that
in research at McGill. "There is no bottom you can stand on. Any sediment on the bottom is very, very
soft.

Slurry ponds are not unique to tin mining, he points out. "They occur all over the world from all other
kinds of open-pit mining. They are an inevitable consequence.

Dr. Yong has also worked on reclamation projects in Alberta's tar sands in the wake of oil "mining ; in
Jamaica where bauxite was the product; and southwest of Orlando and Disneyworld in Florida where
slurry ponds were left behind by phosphate mining.

The approach is essentially the same in each case, he says. Removing the water from the slurry so that the
solids fall to the bottom and harden requires chemical, physical or natural treatments. Sometimes it takes
all three methods to do the job.

In the Malaysian case, slurry ponds scheduled for reclamation within three years in the Kuala Lumpur area
were identified. Data was collected on the depth of the water and the slurry, and a profile drawn up of
drainage and the pond bottom.

Most pond bottoms have between five and 25 metres of sediment consisting of clay, silt and sand -- the
tailings from the mine. Conventional, inexpensive techniques were used to map the pond bottom, including
the use of sonar -- the first time it had been used in this type of situation. Samples of the sediment were
removed for laboratory analysis.

A number of techniques for "de-watering the slurry were tested, including the application of local
substances. Latex proved to be the best. As Dr. Yong points out, the best remedy is often near at hand.
Dealing with a similar problem caused by bauxite mining in Jamaica, he found that yams were ideal
"flocculants -- substances that cause the separation of liquids from solids.

Dr. Yong says that there are other ways of dealing with pond reclamation, but this is one of the more
effective and quicker methods. "The method used depends on the final time and money constraints and
land-use requirements. It is not a more expensive method if you consider time to be an expense. If
previous methods took a year and this reduces it to one-tenth of that, how do you pay for time?

But, he adds, some developers may be quite happy to use conventional means and wait for compression to
rid the sediment of the water content and for the land to settle. With conventional methods, though, there is



still the problem of the additional pond created by the pumped-out slurry.

The research has sparked interest beyond Malaysia. A regional workshop held in 1992 to explain the
technique attracted researchers from Singapore and Vietnam.

VALUABLE COLLABORATION

In addition, the four-year project has brought together Malaysians who generally have little or no contact.
Malaysia has two major linguistic and cultural groups -- Malays and Chinese. The project marked the first
time researchers from both groups collaborated. Malaysian government mine researchers also joined the
project at a later stage.

This co-operation was perhaps the greatest achievement of the whole project, says Dr. Yong. "This is the
first time we have been able to achieve a working relationship between the two universities, one of them
Chinese and the other Malay, and the government researchers.

"We managed to get all four groups together, working not only in collaboration and co-operation, but in a
spirit which has never been achieved before."
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